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Agenda

• RNR recap and evolution

• RNR tools

• Scoring the CCAT

• Practitioner feedback

• Risk & special populations



EVOLUTION OF RNR

RNR Recap

Risk: who to support most

Need: what supports work

Responsivity: how to support



EVOLUTION 
OF RNR 
ASSESSMEN
T



(1) Professional 
      Judgement
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(2) Structured
       Tools

Center for Justice Innovation

(Marlow, et al 2020)



Static Factors
• Demographics
⚬ Age
⚬ Race
⚬ Gender

• Criminal History
⚬ Prior arrests
⚬ Prior convictions
⚬ Charge characteristics

Dynamic Factors
• Antisocial 
⚬ Beliefs, attitudes, networks

• Impulsivity
• Employment
• Education
• Substance use
• Leisure activities
• Housing



(3) “Central Eight”
        Criminogenic
        Domains
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(Andrews & Bonta, 2010)

(Grieger & Hosser, 2013)
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(4) Treatment
       Matching

Center for Justice Innovation



• LSI-R

• LS/CMI

• ORAS

• CCAT

RNR TOOLS



Why the CCAT?
• RA versus RNR

• Free, non-proprietary

• Free training

• Welcome re-validation

• Short

• Misdemeanor population



CCAT Quickfacts

• 10 administrative questions

• 25 assessment questions

• Manual, paper version only

• Designed for case managers, 

probation, pretrial services

• Requires access to criminal history

Low Moderate Mod-High High

Education Employment Housing

Substance Use Mental Health Trauma

Needs Flags

Risk Level





• Scoring practice 1

• Scoring practice 2

SCORING 
THE CCAT



Scoring Practice #1

• Kenneth Parcell is a 39-year-old white man who was arrested for stealing a chocolate bar 

from the CVS in the lobby of his former workplace. Kenneth has no criminal record, but he 

was arrested for stealing a microwave from his boss last year and spent five days in jail 

before he was released on his own recognizance. He's still waiting for his trial. 

• Kenneth tells you that he completed 10th grade before he dropped out of high school. 

Nonetheless, he had a very successful career in TV before he was fired last year because 

of the microwave incident and he hasn't worked since then. He lives with his mother and 

would like some help finding his own place to live. Kenneth tells you that he has never 

used drugs or alcohol and has no history of mental health diagnoses. 
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Scoring Practice #2

• Tracy Jordan is a 54 year old black man who was arrested for destruction of property 

after slipping on a banana peel and crashing into expensive camera equipment at his job 

at a comedy show in New York City. His boss thinks that if there is a criminal case, the 

comedy show can get insurance to reimburse them for the broken equipment, so she 

encouraged the police to arrest Tracy.

• Tracy has a criminal history of selling drugs years ago, but reports being clean and very 

successfully employed for decades. Tracy does report some depression, but says that he 

has good mental health care and health benefits through his employer. He has a very nice 

home and support system, and is considering a job change since his employer has been 

so mean to him lately.



















PRACTITIONER 
FEEDBACK
&
BEST 
PRACTICES



Implementation
• Don’t expect perfection

• Resource mapping

• Menu of options

• Combine good policy & science



Stakeholder Buy-in
• Inclusive planning

• Achieving buy-in, consensus



Local Validation
• Data access

• Partner with researchers 

and practitioners



Practitioner Tips
• Trust your professional judgment

• Consistency

• Build confidence of assessors

• Be transparent 

• Criminal history access



• Women

• Serious Mental Illness

• Homelessness

• Veterans

RISK & 
SPECIAL 
POPULATIONS



Risk, Need & 
Gender

• Risk has reduced predictive validity

• Different, more salient needs domains

⚬ “The RNR's need principle does not factor 

in the complex, distinct, and full reality of 

women's life histories of trauma and 

abuse, pathways to criminality, and unique 

needs for recovery.”

(Messina, 2022)

(Wright et al, 2012)



Risk, Need & 
Gender (cont.)

• Pathways Perspective

⚬ Sexual/physical abuse

⚬ Lower social capital

⚬ Poor relational functioning

⚬ Extreme mental health issues

• Intersectionality

(Brennan et al, 2012)



Among psychiatric inpatients, 

those with criminogenic risk 

factors were justice involved.

Risk Factors

Mental health doesn’t predict 

criminality.

Criminality

RISK & SMI

(Bolaños, 2020)
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Risk & Homelessness
• Intersectionality (again!)

⚬ Changes riskiness of SMI

• Longitudinal study

⚬ High rate of contact

⚬ Re-examine root causes

(Nishith, 2023)

(Mitchell, 2023)



• “...more than one in four incarcerated 

veterans experienced homelessness 

before criminal arrest.”

⚬ SMI

⚬ PTSD

⚬ Personality disorders

• Non-veterans:

⚬ Past arrests

⚬ Parental incarceration

⚬ Juvenile detention

RISK & VETERANS

(Elbogen, 2023)



• History of antisocial behavior

• Substance use

 VETERANS’ TOP 
RISK FACTORS

(Edwards, 2023)



Focusing on alleviating 

criminogenic risk factors

Resilience to Risk
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(Walters, 2018)
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